
 

Truck signaling and
interior

MasterLife

 
Type of lamp: PY21W

Pack of: 10

24 V, 21 W

 

13496MLCP

Best-in-class lifetime
Maximum vibration resistance

Philips MasterLife lasts longer while withstanding extreme vibration. With a

minimum failure rate our lamps keep your fleet or truck on the move by minimizing

time-consuming interruptions. MasterLife is the smartest choice!

Lasts significantly longer than a standard lamp

Lasts longer

Durable and reliable lamp for the long haul

The best choice for your work

Reinforced mount and base guards against shock

Maximum vibration resistance

Very high quality and ultra resistant car lamp

Safety and Style solutions are available for all your needs.



Truck signaling and interior 13496MLCP

Highlights Specifications
Reduce maintenance

Wasted labor time with the truck stopped, or

fine, due to a burned-out bulb represent a

major financial loss. For this reason, the more

reliable and durable the lamps of trucks and

buses, the better. For this reason, Philips has

developed a special range of light bulbs for

heavy-duty vehicles, called MasterLife, which

is designed to have the highest vibration

resistance and thus maximum durability.

MasterLife achieves longer of lifetime, being

the best-in-class in its category.

Durable and reliable

Technical improvements ensure the

unquestioned best durability of the category.

Be sure, if you want to reduce the

maintenance of your truck or fleet, use the

MasterLife lamps, which are the only ones

that have a special filling-gas in the bulb that

performs the recovery of the filament more

efficiently, reducing its wear and therefore

increases its durability. In addition, it has high

strength quartz glass and the double expiral

filament that contribute to its long

useful life. So if you are looking for a durable

and reliable lamp for the long haul, the

Philips MasterLife is the right choice!

Maximum vibration resistance

Trucks are exposed to very severe conditions

due to road conditions, with irregularities,

depressions and holes. MasterLife offers the

best vibration resistance to continue the safe

and good ride

Reinforced mount against shock

Reinforcements in the lamp structure allow

MasterLife to withstand the impacts that

trucks are subjected to during work.

MasterLife has a robust structure so it can

withstand vibrations caused by holes,

depressions on highways without failing

Solutions for all needs

Professional drivers' lighting needs are

different depending on the time of day, road

conditions and personal preferences. Philips

truck lighting offers a wide range to choose

from. All can have optimal lights for their road

ahead.

Marketing specifications

Expected benefits: Durability

Product highlight: Best-in-class lifetime

Product description

Application: Signaling, Turn light

Designation: 13496MLCP

Range: MasterLife

Technology: Conventional

Type: PY21W

Base: BAU15s

Homologation ECE

Electrical characteristics

Voltage: 24 V

Wattage: 21 W

Ordering information

Order entry: 13496MLCP

Ordering code: 69964728

Outerpack information

Gross weight per piece: 0.595 kg

Height: 5.4 cm

Length: 31.8 cm

Net weight per piece: 420 g

Width: 15.8 cm

Packaging Data

EAN1: 8727900699647

EAN3: 8727900391138

Packaging type: CP

Packed product information

Gross weight per piece: 8.4 g

Height: 6.2 cm

Length: 15.4 cm

Net weight per piece: 8.4 g

Pack Quantity / MOQ: 50

Width: 5.2 cm
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